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Modeling small dark energy scale with
quintessential pseudoscalar boson
Jihn E. Kim
Department of Physics, Kyung Hee University, Seoul 130-701, Republic of Korea
Democracy among the same type of particles is a useful paradigm in studying masses and in-
teractions of particles with supersymmetry(SUSY) or without SUSY. This simple idea predicts the
presence of massless particles. We attempt to use one of these massless pseudoscalar particles as
generating the cosmological dark energy(DE) potential. To achieve the extremely shallow potential
of DE, the pseudoscalar boson is required not to couple to the QCD anomaly. So, we consider two
pseudoscalars, one coupling to the QCD anomaly (i.e. QCD axion) and the other not coupling to
the QCD anomaly. To obtain these two pseudoscalars, we introduce two approximate global U(1)
symmetries to realize them as the pseudo-Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken U(1)’s.
These global symmetries are dictated by a gravity respected discrete symmetry. Specifically, we
consider an S2(L) × S2(R) × Z10R example, and attempt to obtain the DE scale in terms of two
observed fundamental mass scales, the grand unification scale MG and the electroweak scale vew.
PACS numbers: 14.80.Va, 11.30.Er, 11.30.Fs, 95.36.+x
Keywords: Dark energy, Quintessential pseudoscalar, Discrete symmetry S2 × S2
I. INTRODUCTION
Massless particles around the electroweak(EW) scale
determine physical laws observed around us. The recent
discovery of the Higgs boson [1] almost confirms the stan-
dard model(SM) spectrum below about 1 TeV. Obtain-
ing such a massless spectrum theoretically has a long his-
tory under the name of the ‘gauge hierarchy problem’ [2].
Since quarks and leptons have the chiral structure, they
can be kept massless down to the TeV scale. However,
the Higgs boson is difficult to be kept massless in the SM
framework. The most studied solution of the gauge hi-
erarchy problem has been supersymmetry(SUSY). Even
in the minimally supersymmetrized SM (MSSM), there
is a problem known as the ‘µ problem’ [3]. The MSSM µ
term, µHuHd, is required to be at the electroweak scale,
and the difficulty obtaining it at the TeV scale is the
problem. Recently, the permutation discrete symmetry
S2 ×S2 has been used to obtain a massless pair of Higgs
doublets, Hu and Hd [4].
Using a discrete symmetry to obtain the µ term is wel-
come in view of the gravity effects violating some ad hoc
symmetries except the gauge symmetry [5]. Indeed, it
was argued in [6] that the Peccei-Quinn(PQ) global sym-
metry [7, 8] broken at the intermediate scale has a severe
fine tuning problem due to the gravity violation of the
global symmetry. If we consider a global symmetry, it
must be an approximate symmetry. Discrete symmetries
cannot escape this gravity conundrum, but if it is a dis-
crete subgroup of a gauge symmetry or dictated by string
theory then it is safe from the gravity conundrum. If the
exact discrete symmetries are known, they can be helpful
in obtaining an approximate global symmetry. Therefore,
theoretical consideration of a global symmetry proceeds
as follows:
1) Firstly, at the energy scale much below MP , a
global symmetry respected by the d = 2, 3, · · · , dM
superpotential terms can be considered. Since it is
an approximate symmetry, it must be violated by
higher order terms beyond dM suppressed by the
Planck scale or the GUT scale masses.
2) Second, the global symmetry in consideration from
d = 2, 3, · · · , dM superpotential terms must be a
part of a discrete symmetry respected by gravity
so that the d = 2, 3, · · · , dM superpotential terms
are not affected by the wormhole effects.
3) Third, for a specific global symmetry definition, all
the superpotential terms up to d = dM may be
needed for a unique definition.
The second and third steps are strong conditions. This
idea was presented in Ref. [9] and here we realize the
scheme explicitly. The regions for the discrete and global
symmetries are shown in Fig. 2 of [9]. Also, there is
a common region which defines the approximate global
symmetry from the discrete symmetry origin. If we con-
sider the SM gauge group below the GUT scale, the rank
of gauge symmetries we can count on are limited in the
ultraviolet completed theory. Therefore, if there are too
many singlets needed for the concrete definition of the
global symmetry, the global symmetry may not be al-
lowed from the ultraviolet completed theory. In Ref. [4],
by obtaining a TeV scale µ the approximate PQ symme-
try toward a strong CP solution was obtained.
The most curious cosmological observation is the ex-
tremely small dark endrgy(DE) of order (0.003 eV)4 [10].
The simplest form of DE is the so-called cosmological
constant(CC). The CC appears as a real constant in the
Einstein equation [11] and behaves as energy. On the
other hand, if time-dependent homogeneous energy den-
sity evolves very slowly and stays almost constant during
our observable time scale, it is called DE. So, DE includes
the CC. At present, it is fair to say that the CC problem
is not understood [12]. As in any attempts to derive a
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FIG. 1: A cartoon for the inflation and DEPS potentials
shown as the blue and green curves, respectively. After in-
flation, DE may not be vanishing as shown with the height of
the green band. The height of the green band is exaggerated
roughly by a factor of 10115. At the point the thick arrow
directs to, all equations of motion are satisfied and the CC is
vanishing.
small DE scale [13], here we assume that the CC is zero.
The anthropic bound [14] is not a calculational scheme.
The almost flat green-colored cartoon potential of Fig.
1 is assumed to be that of a quintessential pseudoscalar
field φde contributing to DE. It is different from the
earlier terminology ‘quintessential axion’ discussed in
[15] where the non-abelian anomaly breaks the global
symmetry. The pseudoscalar we consider in this pa-
per is assumed not to couple to a non-Abelian anomaly.
Since the terminology ‘axion’ is too much connected to
the anomaly, in this paper we prefer to use the name
‘DE peudoscalar boson’(DEPS) which does not couple
to the QCD (and hidden-sector if present) non-Abelian
anomalies. The corresponding approximate global sym-
metry is denoted as U(1)de.
The easiest way to introduce the DEPS scale is just as-
suming a spontaneously broken U(1)de potential whose
height is about (0.003 eV)4 ∼ 10−46 GeV 4 above the
theoretically favored CC value of 0.1 But then we go
back to an extreme fine tuning problem. So, we pro-
pose to use suitable discrete symmetries toward obtaining
our desired approximate global symmetry U(1)de. Even
before the 1998 discovery of the accelerating Universe,
discrete symmetries were considered for obtaining some
approximate global symmetry [17]. But with the 1998
discovery, the prospect of discrete symmetries as the ba-
sic tool for constructing global symmetries entered into
the horizon of physics. Of course, the hypothetical dis-
1 Our idea depends on the vanishing CC assumption. At present,
however, we do not find any widely accepted CC solution. Any
other ideas trying to explain DE also assume the vanishing CC
somewhere, e.g. even in the quintessence idea of [16] with the
potential ∝ 1/φquint approaching to the current DE scale.
crete symmetry must satisfy the discrete gauge symmetry
rule [5]. Namely, we try to understand the DE scale from
two observed fundamental mass parameters, the Planck
mass MP and the TeV scale vew, as envisioned in [9].
Then, it has been argued that the suppression factor for
the non-zero DE potential with the intermediate scale of
Mint ≃
√
MGvew is of order 1/M
7
G [9]. Since the GUT
scale can be considered as the Planck scale multiplied by
some O(α ∼ 10−2) parameters, we do not treat it as an
independent scale.
The EW scale, µ and the TeV scale are of the same
order and we treat them as one scale. The intermediate
mass scale MI ∼ Fa can be expressed as
√
MGvew and
we do not treat it as an independent scale. Indeed, the
scale µ can be related to the intermediate scale in some
models [4]. Since the DEPS scale is independent of the
QCD scale, we will not consider it here. Summarizing,
let us introduce the parameters related to the DEPS in
terms of two scales,
MG and vew, (1)
with the possibility of some O(1) couplings multiplied.
If the DEPS potential of φde is expressed in terms of
vew, φde must couple to the pairs of Higgs doublets Hu
and Hd. If the combination HuHd carries a PQ charge,
φde must have a PQ charge and we must worry about
the anomaly U(1)de–SU(3)
2
c . To remove this anomaly,
we introduce another U(1) symmetry U(1)PQ so that
one of the two linear combinations is free of the QCD
anomaly. Namely, the DEPS scales (DEPS mass and
decay constant) cannot be treated independently from
the QCD axion scale.
Therefore, it is required to introduce two global U(1)
symmetries to obtain the U(1)de which is free of the
U(1)de–SU(3)
2
c anomaly. As a consequence, two classes
of singlet fields are introduced, X-type(Xi and Xi) for
the QCD axion and X -type(Xi and X i) for the DEPS.
If we introduce another confining force SU(N)h, an ad-
ditional class of singlets will be needed not to introduce
U(1)de–SU(N)
2
h. In SUSY models, the intermediate ax-
ion scale Fa ≃ 1010−12 GeV [18] is considered as the con-
fining scale of a hidden gauge group [19]. However, here
we do not consider an extra nonabelian gauge group for
simplicity and also because there may be some method to
break SUSY without the extra nonabelian gauge group.
We attempt to obtain the DEPS of mass of order
10−32 eV with the decay constant FDE &MP . The QCD
axion has been discussed with the S2×S2 symmetry [4].
Another discrete symmetry is introduced to house one
more approximate global symmetry for the DEPS, ZN or
ZnR [20]. As a specific example, we consider the global
symmetry S2 × S2 × Z10R.
The discussion is at the supersymmetric field theory
level, even though it is strongly motivated by the orb-
ifold compactification of the heterotic string. In Sec. II,
we introduce the ‘quintessence-flavor democracy’ to ob-
tain the massless SM singlet fields, X(0), X
(0)
,X (0), and
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FIG. 2: Energy scales. The green color denotes the observed
fundamental scales, MP and vew. The red color denotes the
DE related parameters.
X (0). In Sec. III, we introduce the breaking terms of
global U(1)de symmetry and obtain the tiny height of
the DEPS potential, 10−46 GeV 4. The U(1)de break-
ing A-term dominates this breaking and renders the
DEPS mass and the decay constant at mDEPS ∼
10−32 eV and FDE &MP . Section IV is a conclusion.
II. DISCRETE SYMMETRIES
The first step toward understanding the DE of the uni-
verse is to have a Goldstone field φde
(0) where the su-
perscript (0) means the Goldstone boson considering the
lowest order interactions only. The next step is to make
it a pseudo-Goldstone boson φde of Fig. 1 so that higher
order contributions are feeble enough for the tiny vacuum
energy of Fig. 1. So, we attempt to introduce an approx-
imate global symmetry to have the pseudo-Goldstone bo-
son. Since the global symmetry is approximate, this
evades the gravity constraint that gravity does not re-
spect global symmetries by the mother discrete symmetry
[6]. The mother discrete symmetry is the one respected
by gravity [5, 21]. In this scheme, the needed global sym-
metries U(1)PQ and U(1)de appear as accidental ones.
The Goldstone field is massless at the tree level
(φde
(0)), whose vacuum energy scale is depicted at the
bottom red line in the second column of Fig. 2. On
the other hand, the expected energy scale in the funda-
mental Lagrangian is (ρ
(tree)
P )
1/4 which is depicted as the
upper red band in the second column of Fig. 2. The key
point is how to obtain the bottom red line (ρ(tree))1/4
out of the GUT or the Planck scale energy (ρ
(tree)
P )
1/4. A
similar question on the µ problem of SUSY has been an-
swered by introducing ‘democracy’ for two pairs of Higgs
doublets [20]. Here, SUSY is not a necessary ingredi-
ent, but is useful to simplify the couplings. So, for the
‘democracy’ idea, fermions in terms of the left-handed(L)
and the right-handed(R) fields are introduced [23] and we
adopt SUSY for this purpose.
For a natural introduction of the DE scale, an extreme
care is needed since any small correction at the GUT scale
MG, at the axion scale Fa, or even at the electroweak
scale vew, can easily outshoot the anticipated height of
DEPS potential 10−46 GeV 4.
Let us introduce two chiral singlets X (1) and X (2) with
SUSY and each with two chiralities: L and R chiralities.
If these two singlets are not distinguished by any quan-
tum number and geometry of the internal space, there
must be the permutation symmetries, S2(L) and S2(R).
The permutation symmetry S2 is the permutation 1↔ 2,
each for the L and R fields. The singlets, X (1)L and X (2)L
are the singlet representations of S2(L), and the sin-
glets X (1)R and X (2)R (or represented by X
(1)
R ∼ X (1)cL and
X (2)R ∼ X (2)cL ) are the singlet representations of S2(R).
Then, the lowest order mass matrix M0 of two singlets is
(X (1), X (2))RM0(X (1),X (2))TL where
M0 =
(
MX (G)/2 , MX (G)/2
MX (G)/2 , MX (G)/2
)
. (2)
Here, MX (G) is the GUT scale. Two eigenvalues of M0
are MX (G) and 0, whose scales are schematically shown
as (ρ
(tree)
P )
1/4 and (ρ(tree))1/4, respectively, in the second
column of Fig. 2. The mass matrix M0 is diagonalized
to
Mdiag.0 =
(
0 0
0 MX (G)
)
, (3)
and the new bases are related to the old ones by
X (0),(G) = 1√
2
(
X (1) ∓X (2)
)
, (4)
or
X (1),(2) = 1√
2
(
∓X (0) + X (G)
)
. (5)
One may argue that starting with mass matrix (3) is
just postulating two mass eigenvalues from the outset.
It is true but mass matrix (3) must have an underlying
symmetry, which will become transparent by the inverse
transformation, i.e. transforming Eq. (3) to Eq. (2).
A similar line of reasoning has been adopted toward a
solution of the µ problem [20].
As stated in Eq. (1), we attempt to express the DE
scale in terms of the observed scales MP and vew. Since
vew is given by the vacuum expectation values(VEVs) of
Hu and Hd, φde must couple to HuHd to be expressed in
terms of vew. Since HuHd carries a PQ charge, φde cou-
ples generically to the QCD anomaly. Thus, we need an-
other pseudoscalar, say the QCD axion a, which also cou-
ples to HuHd such that one linear combination of them
can be constructed, not carrying the QCD anomaly. This
anomaly free pseudoscalar is named again as DEPS φde.
4In this vein, the criteria of Eq. (1) connect the QCD
axion and DEPS with two global U(1) symmetries:
U(1)PQ and U(1)de.
Since gravity does not respect global symmetries as
commented in Ref. [6], we confine to discrete symmetries
which are safe from gravity violation. Recently, simple
criteria for obtaining ZN and ZnR from string compact-
ification have been given [20]. It relies on the VEVs of
the SM singlet fields. To use this simple method, the
full spectrum of massless particles should be given in the
compactification process. In addition, due to two units
of discrete charges of Hu and Hd, there can result a Z2
parity which guarantees a Z2-odd WIMP particle.
In this paper, we introduce a discrete ZnR in addi-
tion to S2 × S2, to obtain the approximate U(1)de and
U(1)PQ. Here, n must be large enough so that it does
not to allow the same U(1)PQ and U(1)de charges for
two different type fields. Here, we choose n = 10 so that
the discrete symmetry is S2(L) × S2(R) × Z10R for the
MSSM fields plus heavy quarks and X-type and X -type
singlets. The permutation symmetry S2(L) is the per-
mutation 1↔ 2 for H(i)u or X(i) or X (i) for i = 1, 2, and
S2(R) is the permutation for H
(i)
d or X
(i)
or X (i). The
relevant quantum numbers of the MSSM fields, heavy
quarks and X-type and X -type singlets are presented in
Table I, including the electroweak(EW) hypercharge Yew.
In the lower two rows, we present two global charges of
U(1)PQ and U(1)de.
Motivated by the string compactification, we are inter-
ested in matter which belongs to (248, 1) and (1, 248)
of E8×E′8. Since 248 is not a singlet under E8, it can-
not appear in W as W ∼M2 248, i.e. any MSSM signet
matter field cannot have a tadpole term in W . Any com-
ponent of 248 can be classified by eight U(1) charges of
the Cartan subalgebra of E8. Any member, not belong-
ing to the center of 248, cannot have all the vanishing
U(1) charges. Suppose a non-center member X of 248.
Certainly, not all the U(1) charges of XX for a non-center
X are vanishing, and XX is not an E8 singlet. On the
other hand, there is a possibility that XX can be an
E8 singlet. If X is a center member, XX term can be
present. The above comment is checked for 3 of SO(3),
3 · 3 = (ψ+ψ− + ψ−ψ+)/2 + ψ3ψ3 where ψ3 is a center
member and ψ± are the non-center members. So, XX in
the superpotential is forbidden if X does not belong to
the center.
For an SU(N) subgroup of E8, for example, the heavy
quark Q and X may belong to the same representation,
and so may be the Higgs field and X ,

Q(r)
Q(g)
Q(b)
L+
L0
X
·
·


,


T (r)
T (g)
T (b)
H+u
H0u
X
·
·


.
The above grouping of fields is just an example.
But, here we introduce one different aspects for the
X-type and X -type fields. We allow only one anomalous
U(1) from the compactification. In this case, the anoma-
lous gauge U(1) is broken near the string scale and a
global symmetry survives down to the low energy scale.
Let this be the U(1)PQ because it carries the anomaly.
So, the U(1)PQ breaking scale is at the intermediate scale
[22]. On the other hand, the U(1)de is not anomalous and
it must come from the non-anomalous U(1) gauge sym-
metry. In principle, the spontaneous symmetry breaking
scale of this gauge U(1) is at the string scale. Then,
the spontaneous symmetry breaking scale U(1)de is de-
termined by the VEVs of U(1)de charge carrying sin-
glet fields. Generically, these VEVs can be raised to the
Planck scale, since we do not use BMN but a phase field
in matter fields as the DEPS. Now, the X-type and X -
type fields survive down to the low energy scale where
U(1)de is already broken at & MP and U(1)PQ is not
broken. Therefore, let us construct a model allowing the
following features:
• Introduce S2(L)×S2(R). Introduce also a discrete
symmetry Z10R which is large enough to introduce
two approximate global symmetries, U(1)PQ and
U(1)de.
• The U(1)PQ has the color anomaly, and the very
light axion is housed inX(0) and X
(0)
. Their VEVs
are at the intermediate scale.
• The U(1)de does not have the color anomaly, and
the DEPS is housed in X (0) and X (0). For this
purpose, it is necessary to have heavy quarks Q(i)
and Q (i) (i = 1, · · · , N).
• There are three scales of VEVs. Out of two fun-
damental scales MG and vew of Eq. (1), the inter-
mediate scale MI and the DEPS parameters are
derived. X (0) and X (0) must couple to Hu, Hd and
to N pairs of heavy quarks. We choose N = 2.
• The approximate global symmetries can be chosen
into many directions. Among these, U(1)PQ carries
the color anomaly. For U(1)de, the condition is the
absence of U(1)de–SU(3)
2
c anomaly. We take the
U(1)PQ breaking scale at the intermediate scale
and the U(1)de breaking scale at the Planck scale.
5Fields qI u
c
I d
c
I Q
(i) Q
(i)
H
(0)
u H
(0)
d
H
(G)
u H
(G)
d
X(0) X
(0)
X(G) X
(G)
X
(0)
X
(0)
X
(G)
X
(G)
Yew
1
6
−
2
3
+ 1
3
−
1
3
+ 1
3
+ 1
2
−
1
2
+ 1
2
−
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z10R +3 +3 +3 +2 +6 +6 +6 +6 +6 0 0 0 0 +4 +4 +4 +4
ΓPQ 0 0 +1 −1 −1 0 −1 × × +2 −1 × × +2 0 × ×
Γde 0 +1 0 −δ −3 + δ −1 0 × × −1 + δ +2− δ × × +3− δ −1 + δ × ×
TABLE I: The PQ and quintessential charges from S2(L)× S2(R)×Z10R. For the Higgs fields, L refers to Hu and R refers to
Hd. All the chiral fields are left-handed. The quantum numbers ΓPQ and Γde are given for the light fields with superscript
(0).
• To have only one massless pairs through permu-
tation symmetry, corresponding to the second col-
umn of Fig. 2, we introduce two pairs for each of
Hu −Hd, Q− Q, X −X, and X − X .
Therefore, the superpotential terms respecting the discrete symmetries of Table I are
W ∝−MH(G)H(G)u H(G)d −MQ (I)Q(I)Q
(I) −MX (I)X (I)X
(I) −MX( keV)X( keV)X
( keV)
− f(u)qucH(0)u − f(d)qdcH(0)d −
∑
IJ
fIJu
c
Id
c
JQ
(0) − λQX (0)
(
Q(0)Q
(0)
+Q(0)Q
(I)
+Q(I)Q
(0)
+ · · ·
)
+
∑
ij X
(0)X
(0)
MP
(H(0)u H
(0)
d + · · · ) +
1
MP
∑
IJ
fIJu
c
Id
c
J(Q
(0)
X
(0)
+ · · · )
+
∑
ij X (i)X
(j)
M3P
(H(0)u H
(0)
d + · · · )2 + · · · .
(6)
Due to the S2×S2 symmetry, the singlet massMH(G) is of orderMG and one massless pair, H(0)u and H(0)d , is obtained
[4]. Without S2 × S2, the model can be more intricated to obtain the massless pair. The masses MQ (I) and MX (I)
are of order the intermediate scale due to the couplings 〈X 〉Q(I)Q(I) and 〈X 〉 X (I)X (I). MX( keV) is of order the keV
scale due to the couplings 〈HuHdMG 〉X
( keV)
X( keV). The second line consists of dimension-3 W , the third line consists
of dimension-4 W , the fourth line consists of dimension-6 W , etc., all of which satisfy the discrete symmetry Z10R of
Table I.
Q(0)
χ(0)
Q
(0)
χ(0)
χ(0)
λQ λQ
Q
(I)
Q (I)• • •
FIG. 3: Diagram raising the Q(0) −Q
(0)
mass.
Introduction of heavy quarks is necessary to have
the DEPS together with the QCD axion since the
SM quarks are assumed to carry the family-independent
U(1)de charges through the couplings to H
(0)
u and H
(0)
d .
For the model to be viable with the gauge coupling unifi-
cation, it is desirable to make all the Q-type quarks very
heavy compared to the EW scale. With the interaction
(6), indeed the massless pair at tree level, Q(0) and Q
(0)
,
obtains a huge mass due to the renormalizable λQ term
of Eq. (6), which is shown in Fig. 3. The coefficients of
supersymmetry condition ∂W/∂Q (0) is zero,
∂W
∂Q(0)
= 0 = λQX (0)Q (0) + · · · . (7)
Since 〈Q (0)〉 = 0 not to break the color symmetry, there
is no condition on 〈λQX (0)〉 at this level.
Let us now proceed to discuss the approximate global
symmetries U(1)PQ and U(1)de.
The items 2) and 3) in Introduction are strong condi-
tions. If we consider the SM gauge group below the GUT
6scale, the U(1) symmetries we can count are 12, left from
the rank sixteen E8×E′8 or SO(32) gauge symmetry. If
the number of needed massless singlets at the third step
for the independent U(1)global charges is n1, the n1 global
charge conditions cannot be met if n1 > 12. For exam-
ple, we need 11 independent charges of massless fields to
define U(1)PQ and U(1)de in Table I, and two global
symmetries can be defined. If there is another confining
force with rank rh, for the conditions to be satisfied we
require n1 ≤ 12 − rh.2 As an illustration, we present
Appendix A.
1. PQ symmetry
We consider effective theory below the GUT scale. So,
the PQ charges are those of superscript (0) fields of Table
I. Here, we give an example that both X-type and X -type
fields couple to the SM quarks. In fact, it is not a strictly
necessary condition at this field theory level discussion. If
the PQ charges of the SM fermions are family dependent,
introduction of heavy quarks may not be necessary. But,
if the PQ charges are family independent, it is necessary
to introduce heavy quarks of Table I toward a global
current which is free of the QCD anomaly. In this case,
the heavy quark mass scale defines the PQ scale [18], and
the chiral charges of the heavy quarks are the PQ charges.
Next, from the last term of the second line of Eq. (6) the
PQ charge of X (0) is defined as +2.3 Then, the third
term in the second line of Eq. (6) fixes the sum of PQ
charges of uc and dc as +1. We choose the PQ charges
of uc and dc as 0 and +1, respectively, which then fixes
the PQ charge of the quark doublets q as 0 from the first
two terms in the second line of Eq. (6). Finally, the first
term in the third line of Eq. (6) defines the sum of the
PQ charges of X (0) and X
(0)
to be +1. We choose the
PQ charges of X (0) and X
(0)
as +2 and −1, respectively.
With these choices, the remaining two terms satisfy the
PQ symmetry. Note, however, that consideration of the
GUT scale fields breaks the PQ symmetry [4], which is
the reason that we did not give their PQ charges in Table
I. This symmetry is indeed a PQ symmetry since the
U(1)PQ-SU(3)
2
c anomaly is proportional to(
+1(dc) · 3− 1(Q(0)) − 1(Q (0))
)
GµνG˜
µν = GµνG˜
µν , (8)
and hence the axionic domain wall number is 1.
Thus, from Eq. (6), we define the PQ symmetry with
d = 2, 3, and 4 terms. The PQ symmetry breaking terms
contain the terms of d ≥ 5. The last term of Eq. (6) be-
longs to this category and breaks the U(1)PQ symmetry.
2 Considering the anomalous U(1), this condition can be modified
to n1 ≤ 13 − rh.
3 We can also use X
(0)
for this purpose.
2. DE symmetry
We must choose that the DEPS is orthogonal to the
QCD axion. Let us start, for simplicity, the DE charge
of uc is +1 and the DE charge of dc is 0. A set of DE
charges are shown in the last line of Table I. There is no
U(1)de-SU(3)
2
c anomaly,(
+1(uc) · 3− δ(Q(0)) + (−3 + δ)(Q (0))
)
GµνG˜
µν = 0. (9)
The U(1)de–SU(2)W –SU(2)W anomaly is not sig-
nificant. Even if it is present, it is of order
M4Z e
−2pi sin2 θW /αem ≃ (MZ e−49.5)4 ≈ (10−11 eV)4 which
is much smaller than (0.003 eV)4.
Let 〈X(0)〉 = 〈X (0)〉 = V1 and 〈X (0)〉 = 〈X (0)〉 = V2,
with V2 ≫ V1. The Goldstone boson corresponding to
the longitudinal degree of U(1)anom gauge boson is
aanom ∝ V1(2PX(0) − PX (0)) + V2(2PX (0)) ∝ PX (0) .
The QCD axion a has the same phase as that of aanom
but its decay constant is at the scale where the global
U(1)PQ is broken at Mint,
a ∝ V1(2PX(0) − PX (0)) + V2(2PX (0)). (10)
The DEPS is proportional to,
φde ∝V1
(
(−1 + δ)PX(0) + (2 − δ)PX (0)
)
+ V2
(
(3− δ)PX (0) + (−1 + δ)PX (0)
)
.
(11)
The orthogonality of a and φde requires
V 21 [2(−1 + δ)− (2 − δ)] + V 22 [2(3− δ)] = 0 (12)
so that δ is determined as a function of V 21 /V
2
2 . If
V 21 /V
2
2 = 0 is chosen, we obtain δ ≃ 3. For δ = 3,
the largest common divisor of the quantum numbers of
X(0), X
(0)
,X (0) and X (0) is 1. Thus, the domain wall
number of the DEPS potential is 1.
III. DARK ENERGY SCALE (10−3 eV)4
Since the quintessence-flavor-democracy gives one pair
of the quintessence singlets, i.e. X (0) and X (0), zero
mass as in the second column of Fig. 2, one has to
break the quintessence-flavor-democracy to obtain a non-
vanishing mass of X (0) and X (0). The quintessence-
flavor-democracy must be broken for this purpose. We
present an argument showing this possibility in a SUSY
field theory framework. Let us take the minimal Ka¨hler
potential K = ΦiΦ
†
i where Φi (i = 1, 2) is the gauge
group non-singlet field such as the Higgs superfield and
Xi (i = 1, 2) are gauge group singlet superfields, obeying
7the common S2 symmetry of Φi (i = 1, 2), both for L and
R,4
S2 : Φ1 ↔ Φ2, or X1 ↔ X2 . (13)
Let us consider the following S2(L)×S2(R)×Z10R sym-
metric non-renormalizable terms,
W (nonren.) = λ˜
∑
i,j,k=1,2
(
X (i)X (i)
M3P
)
H(j)u H
(j)
d H
(k)
u H
(k)
d
+ λ˜′
∑
i,j,k=1,2
(
X (i)X (i)
M3P
)
H(j)u H
(k)
d H
(j)
u H
(k)
d
+ λ˜′′
∑
i,j=1,2
(
X (i)X (j)
M3P
)
H(i)u H
(j)
d H
(k)
u H
(k)
d
+ · · ·
(14)
which does not respect the PQ and DE symmetries given
in Table I. To have VEVs of X fields, let us consider an
S2 symmetric superpotential with a singlet Z with Z10R
quantum number 2 [24],
Wint = Z
(
X(1)X
(1)
+X(1)X
(2)
+X(2)X
(1)
+X(2)X
(2) −M2int
)
.
(15)
Let us concentrate on X and X of Eq. (15) for a
moment. There exists a flavor-democracy breaking min-
imum, 〈Z〉 = 0, 〈X(1)〉 = 〈X (1)〉 = Mint, 〈X(2)〉 =
〈X (2)〉 = 0. Since there also exists the S2 symmetric vac-
uum 〈Z〉 = 0, 〈X(1)〉 = 〈X (1)〉 = 〈X(2)〉 = 〈X (2)〉 6= 0,
our choice of democracy breaking minimum is sponta-
neous. The heavy fields are known to have very small
VEVs. For example, we can expand the X-type fields
around the VEVs, 〈X(i)〉 and 〈X (i)〉,
X(1) =
Mint
2
+
X
2
− x
2
, X
(1)
=
Mint
2
+
X
2
− x¯
2
,
X(2) =
Mint
2
+
X
2
+
x
2
, X
(2)
=
Mint
2
+
X
2
+
x¯
2
,
(16)
where X = X(G), x = X(0), X = X
(G)
, and x¯ = X
(0)
.
Of course, the superpotential termMX(G)X
(G)X
(G)
does
not contain the massless field x and x¯. Four complex
scalars X (1), X (2), X
(1)
and X
(2)
become four complex
scalars X,X, x and x¯ in Eq. (16). For SUSY, the leading
terms in the superpotentialMXX+ZXX require (M +
Z)X = 0, (M + Z)X = 0 and XX = 0. The heavy field
solution 〈X〉 = 〈X〉 = 0 satisfy these conditions. But
4 For the Higgs fields, L refers to Hu and R refers to Hd.
X˜ (0)3
H
(0)
d,6
λ1
A˜
(G)
1 C˜
(G)
5
MG
B˜
(G)
9
H
(0)
u,6
λ2
D˜
(G)
5
MG
H
(0)
d,6
λ3
E˜
(G)
9
MG
F˜
(G)
1
H
(0)
u,6
λ4
• • • • • • • X˜ (0)c3
FIG. 4: The diagram defining U(1)de charge. The subscripts
are the Z10R quantum numbers, and X
(0)c is X
(0)
.
there is no condition on the light fields x and x¯. Their
VEVs are determined when the flat directions along these
fields are lifted when SUSY is broken. The VEVs X(1) =
Mint and X
(2) = 0 fix x = x¯ = −Mint/2. How the
magnitude of x and x¯ are chosen will be commented later,
below Eq. (29).
At the democracy breaking vacuum, we mimic the
above result by the following W of X and X
W =MX (G)X (G)X
(G)
+ Z ′
(
S′
MP
X (0)X (0) −M2
)
,
(17)
where S′ carries Z10R = 4 and Z
′ carries Z10R = 2, and
MX (G) ≃ 〈S′〉. At a SUSY vacuum, X (G) = X
(G)
=
Z ′ = 0 and |X (0)| = |X (0)| =MMP/〈S′〉 can be chosen.
Here, M is of order MP . Therefore, the nonrenormaliz-
able interaction becomes
W = (λ˜+ λ˜′ + λ˜′′ + · · · )X
(1)X (1)
M3P
H(1)u H
(1)
d H
(1)
u H
(1)
d
= (λ˜+ λ˜′ + λ˜′′ + · · · ) (X
(0) + X (G))(X (0) + X (G))
8M3P
· (H(0)u +H(G)u )2 (H(0)d +H(G)d )2
≡ λ(X
(0)X (0) + · · · )
M3P
(
H(0)u H
(0)
d +H
(0)
u H
(G)
d
+H(G)u H
(0)
d +H
(G)
u H
(G)
d
)2
−→ λ
M3P
(
H(0)u H
(0)
d
)2
X (0)X (0)
(18)
where λ = (λ˜+ λ˜′+ λ˜′′+ · · · )/8 and in the last line heavy
field VEVs are set to zero.
The defining diagram for the PQ and DE charges from
the Z10R symmetry is shown in Fig. 4. The subscripts
are the Z10R quantum numbers. At each vertex, the
Z10R symmetry is preserved. The effective interaction is
the last line of Eq. (18), and the PQ and DE quantum
numbers of the light fields, H
(0)
u , H
(0)
u ,X (0), and X (0)
are those given in Table I. Assuming that the GUT scale
masses of the intermediate lines of Fig. 4 are the same,
the parameter λ of Eq. (18) is expressed in terms of
8X˜ (0)3
H
(0)
u,6
X (0)c4
H
(0)
d,6
H
(0)
u,6
λ
M3P
H˜
(G)
d,5
M
H˜
(G)
u,5
H
(0)
d,6
X (0)4
H
(0)
d,6
H
(0)
u,6
λ
M3P
• • • X˜ (0)c3
FIG. 5: The leading U(1)de violating diagram with X
(0)c
representing X
(0)
. Here, the Z10R charges are shown as the
subscipts, which is an explicit realization of the idea presented
in Fig. 3 of Ref. [9].
parameters of Fig. 4 as
λ =
λ1λ2λ3λ4M
3
P
8M3G
. (19)
The effective theory in terms of the light fields only
(with superscript (0)) has the following features. Firstly,
the mass term is vanishing if the symmetry S2 × S2 is
unbroken. At the S2 × S2 breaking vacuum, however,
the mass term is generated. Second, the dimensionless
couplings get renormalized, dominantly by the logarith-
mic evolution. If SUSY is assumed, then the Yukawa
couplings are not renormalized. The magnitudes of the
dimensionless couplings are fixed if the theory is given.
Third, the heavy particles generate the nonrenormaliz-
able interactions of the light fields.
The third line of Eq. (18) is the one to study the SUSY
conditions,
λ
M3P
(
H(0)u H
(0)
d +H
(0)
u H
(G)
d +H
(G)
u H
(0)
d
+H(G)u H
(G)
d
)2
(X (0)X (0) + · · · ).
(20)
The dominant term is made zero by the condition
∂W/∂H
(0)
i ,
∂W
∂H
(0)
u
−→ λ
M3P
(H
(0)
d +H
(G)
d )(H
(0)
u H
(0)
d + · · · )
· X (0)X (0) = 0, · · ·
(21)
∂W
∂H
(G)
u
−→ λ
M3P
(H
(0)
d +H
(G)
d )(H
(0)
u H
(0)
d + · · · )
· X (0)X (0) +MGH(G)d = 0, · · ·
(22)
From Eq. (22), we obtain almost vanishing VEVs for the
GUT scale fields,
〈H(G)d 〉 ≃ 0, 〈H(G)u 〉 ≃ 0, (23)
and similarly
〈X (G)〉 ≃ 0, 〈X (G)〉 ≃ 0. (24)
With these choices, the derivative equations of super-
script (0) fields such as Eq. (21) seem not satisfied, but
Eq. (21) is a highly suppressed term compared to the
leading term of Eq. (22).
On the other hand, the light fields have flat directions
which are lifted by including soft terms, leading to the
intermediate scale VEVs of X (0) and X (0),
〈X (0)〉 ≃Mint, 〈X (G)〉 ≃ 0,
〈X (0)〉 ≃Mint, 〈X (G)〉 ≃ 0 .
(25)
As commented just above the bullet items in Sec. II, the
anomaly-free U(1)de is spontaneously broken at & MP .
The additional U(1)de breaking VEVs do not change
this scale very much since the contribution of VEVs in
Eq. (25) to the U(1)de breaking scale is&
√
M2P + aM
2
int
where a is determined by the charges of the U(1)de break-
ing scalar fields.
Summarizing, we expect the following gauge invariant
superpotential terms involving X (0) and X (0),
εX (0)X (0) + λ1H(0)u H(0)d X (0) + λ2H(0)u H(0)d X
(0)
+
f
MP
(
H(0)u H
(0)
d
)
X (0)X (0)
+
λ
M3P
(
H(0)u H
(0)
d
)2
X (0)X (0) + · · · .
where the last term is given in Fig. 4. When the VEVs of
GUT scale fields are inserted, the light field interactions
include more terms. If H
(G)
u,d develop VEVs, then the
light field interactions would include SU(2)×U(1) break-
ing terms too. In the effective theory in the sense of Wil-
son, thus we consider the following interactions of light
fields,
W = µH(0)u H
(0)
d + εX (0)X
(0)
+ aX (0)H(0)u + bX
(0)
H
(0)
d
+ a′X (0)H(0)d + b′X
(0)
H(0)u + λ1H
(0)
u H
(0)
d X (0)
+ λ2H
(0)
u H
(0)
d X
(0)
+
f
MP
H(0)u H
(0)
d X (0)X
(0)
+
λ
M3P
(
H(0)u H
(0)
d
)2
X (0)X (0) + · · · .
(26)
We proceed to estimate the DEPS mass by consider-
ing the U(1)de breaking:
(a) From non-renormalizable interactions– Firstly, let
us look at the non-renormalizable λ term of Eq. (26).
With SUSY, the pseudo-Goldstino mass is given by the
last line of Eq. (18). Namely, Fig. 4 does not break
9the U(1)de symmetry of Table I. The Goldstone bo-
son DEPS obtains mass by Fig. 5 since it breaks the
U(1)de charge of Table I by two units. Let us look at
the SUSY and soft terms which break the U(1)de sym-
metry. It turns out that the soft term dominates.
The superpotential obtained from Figs. 4 and 5 is
W =
λ
M3P
H(0)u H
(0)
d H
(0)
u H
(0)
d X (0)X
(0)
+
λ2ξ
M6PMG
[
H(0)u H
(0)
d
]3 [
X (0)X (0)
]2
,
(27)
where M = MG/ξ. Let FDE = ηMP . Then, the last
term of (27) breaking U(1)de is
∆W =
λ2ξ
M2PMG
∣∣∣∣∣X
(0)X (0)
M2P
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣vuvd
2
∣∣∣3
=
λ2ξv6ew
8M2PMG
∣∣∣∣∣X
(0)X (0)
M2P
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣∣ tanβ1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣
3
=
λ2ξη4v6ew
8M2PMG
∣∣∣∣ tanβ1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣
3
= 1.9× 10−40λ2ξη4
∣∣∣∣ tanβ1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣
3
[ GeV3],
(28)
So the SUSY breaking A-term is given by
∆V = 3.8× 10−40λ2ξη4
∣∣∣∣ tanβ1 + tan2 β
∣∣∣∣
3 (m3/2
GeV
)
[ GeV4].
(29)
For the height of V in the range of 10−46[ GeV]4 in
the large tanβ limit, say tanβ = 40, we need 6 ×
10−42λ2ξη4m3/2,TeV ≈ 10−46, or λ2ξη4m3/2,TeV & 1.7×
10−5. The inequality is needed so that a smaller mis-
alignment angle may fit to give the needed DE scale
10−46 GeV 4.
(b) From renormalizable interactions– Second, we con-
sider the mass terms and masses generated by the renor-
malizable interactions. For a, b, a′, and b′ of Eq. (26), we
consider the following 4× 4 ino mass matrix ΨminoΨ
mino =
1
2


0 ε a a′
ε 0 b′ b
a b′ 0 µ
a′ b µ 0

 (30)
where
Ψ = (X (0),X (0), H(0)u , H(0)d ), Ψ =


X (0)
X (0)
H
(0)
u
H
(0)
d

 . (31)
The parameters in Eq. (30) are given below the elec-
troweak scale, satisfying the SU(3)c×U(1)em symmetry.
The value (∆mq)
re is estimated from Fig. 4 (Eq. (18)),
(∆mq)
re ≃ λ〈H(0)u 〉2〈H(0)d 〉2/M3P
= λv4ew tan
2 β cos4 β/M3P = 2.6× 10−39λ [ eV] (32)
where tanβ ≈ 10 is used in the last line.
To estimate a, b, a′ and b′, note that the VEVs with
superscript (G) is highly suppressed. Consider the order
of magnitude of a, a′, b, b′,
a, a′,b, b′ ∼ λ
M3P
(〈X (G)〉〈H(0)〉3 + 〈X (0)〉〈H(G)〉3)
∼ λ
(
vew
MP
)3
vew ∼ 2.5× 10−37λ [ eV],
(33)
where tanβ ≈ 10 is used in the last line. The determinant
of 2mino is (ab−a′b′)2−2(ab+a′b′)εµ+ε2µ2. Therefore,
in our parameter range the determinant is dominated by
the term ε2µ2, and hence an additional contribution to
the DEPS mass is ε, Eq. (26).
IV. CONCLUSION
We introduced two discrete symmetries S2 × S2 and
Z10R to obtain two approximate global symmetries
U(1)PQ and U(1)de. From the flavor-democracy among
the X- and X -type fields, we first obtain massless par-
ticles X(0), X
(0)
,X (0), and X (0). In some string mod-
els, there appear two pairs of particles from which one
massless pair can be easily obtained. When two ap-
proximate global symmetries are spontaneously broken,
the corresponding Goldstone bosons (the very light ax-
ion and the DEPS) obtain masses. The QCD anomaly
gives the mass to the axion, and the color-anomaly free
DEPS mass is smaller than the axion mass. To set the
DEPS potential at the DE scale, one must obtain a very
tiny DEPS mass. With the SUSY extension, we show
a possibility of the needed DEPS potential height of
order 10−46 GeV 4 dominated by the SUGRA A-term
and the DEPS decay constant FDE in the range of
Planck scale. Then, the DEPS mass falls in the region
∼ 10−32 eV. In our discussion, the discrete symmetry
S2(L) × S2(R) × Z10R is the underlying symmetry re-
spected by gravity, and hence this mechanism evades the
old gravity dilemma on global symmetries.
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Appendix A: Approximate global symmetry from
string
Let us consider the qdcH
(0)
d term in the second line of
Eq. (6). In the heterotic string, four U(1)’s beyond the
rank-4 SM group from E8 are denoted as
Q1 = (1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0) (0
8)′,
Q2 = (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0) (0
8)′,
Q3 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0) (0
8)′,
Q4 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1) (0
8)′,
(A1)
and four U(1)’s from E′8 are denoted as
Q5 = (0
8) (1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0)′,
Q6 = (0
8) (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0)′,
Q7 = (0
8) (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0)′,
Q8 = (0
8) (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1)′,
Q9 = (0
8) (1 − 1 0 0 0 0 0 0)′,
Q10 = (0
8) (1 1 − 2 0 0 0 0 0)′,
Q11 = (0
8) (1 1 1 − 3 0 0 0 0)′,
Q12 = (0
8) (1 1 1 1 − 4 0 0 0)′.
(A2)
Let the Z10 is derived by the VEVs of s9 and s13 of Table
II as discussed in [20]. This Z10 is a discrete subgroup of
U(1)10 whose generator is a linear combination of Qi (i =
1, 2, · · · , 8),
Z10 =
8∑
i=1
αiQi. (A3)
The breaking condition, U(1)10 → Z10 by 〈s9〉 = 〈s13〉,
is
−1
2
(α2 + α3 + α4) +
3
4
α6 − 1
4
α7 − 1
2
α8 = 0. (A4)
The fields q, dc, and Hd are also given in Table II. Note
that the condition for the existence of qdcHd term from
the U(1)’s from E8×E′8 is automatically satisfied.
If all the terms in Eq. (6) are satisfied as the qdcHd
term does, then we are discussing a gauge symmetry. The
global charges cannot be automatically satisfied in this
way. To check the global symmetry we also introduced X
and X in Table II. Under Z10R, the term HuHdXX can
be present since it carries +2 units of Z10 charge. For
this term to be present from the U(1)10 gauge symmetry,
we have another conditions on the Z10R charges of X and
X of Table I,
1
2
α2 − 1
2
(α3 + α4)− 3
4
α6 +
1
4
α7 +
1
2
α8 = 0,
− 1
2
(α2 + α3 + α4) +
1
4
α6 − 3
4
α7 +
1
2
α8 = 0.
(A5)
Because there are nonzero Z10R charges, the coefficients
αi are completely determined by twelve charge conditions
if E′8 does not lead to a nonabelian gauge group.
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